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1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
We study the infinitesimal generator A of the semigroup which is associated 
to the linear functional differential equation 
*(t> = q%), t > 0. (1) 
For each eigenvalue of A we decompose the corresponding eigenspace into 
cyclic subspaces and determine the dimensions of those subspaces. Our 
main tool will be a new normal form for holomorphic matrices. 
In this section we give a definition of Eq. (1) and collect the facts we 
need about (I), and for which we refer to [3]. 
Let En be a complex n-dimensional linear space with norm / * j and 
C([a, b], En) be the Banach space of continuous mappings from [a, b] to 
En with the topology of uniform convergence. If h > 0 is a given real number 
and [a, b] = [--h, 01, we let 
and 
c = C([-It, 01, En) 
for v E C. If o E R, a > 0, and x E C([u - h, u + u], En), then for any 
t E [u, cr + a], xt E C is defined by 
X$(S) = x(t + s), --h<s<o. 
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Let L: C + En be a bounded linear mapping, then a linear functional 
differential equation of retarded type is given by relation (1). The functional 
L can be represented in a unique way as a Stieltjes integral 
where r](v) = (~~(9)) is an 7t x n matrix of bounded variation on E----h, 0] 
which is normalized such that T( --h) = 0 and ~(a) is left-continuous in 
(4, 0). Thus (1) can be written in the form 
qt> = s_“, &(s) x(t + s), t > 0. 
A mapping x(.): [--h, co) -+ En is said to be a solution of (1) with initial 
value ‘p, if x E C([--h, co), En), x(t) satisfies (1) for t > 0, and x,, = p. 
For any given v E C a solution exists and is unique; we denote it by x(.) = 
x(*, p)). We define the operator 
T(t): c -+ c, t 3 0, 
by T(t)? = x~(v). The set 
r = {T(t) 1 t >, O} 
is a strongly continuous semigroup of bounded, linear transformations with 
T(0) = I. The infinitesimal generator A of the semigroup r is defined as 
whenever the limit exists. The domain D(A) of A consists of all p E C 
which have a continuous derivative in [--h, 0] and for which q(O) = L(y). 
Domain D(A) is dense in C and for v E D(A), 
&x4 = 9xS)P s E L--h, 01, (2) 
(+a) T(t)cp = T(t) Alp = AT(t)y, t > 0. (3) 
The operator A: D(A) -+ C is closed and its spectrum o(A) is a point 
spectrum. 
o(A) = {A det d(h) = 0}, 
where 
d(X) = AI - J:h ehs dr)(s). 
The elements of d(X) are entire functions. In each strip {z 1 01 < Re x Q /3, 
-co < 01 < p < co} do not lie more than finitely many A0 E a(A). The set 
{Re h 1 h E a(A)) is bounded from above. 
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For h, E a(A) the space N,,, , 
NA, = (j Ker(A - &l)k, 
k=l 
is called the eigenspace corresponding to the eigenvalue X, . Let II = 
Pl ,***> h,} C a(A) and define NA = @j”=, NA, , then C can be decomposed 
into C = NA @ Qd such that T(t)NA C NA and T(t)Qn C Qn for all t > 0. 
The corresponding projection operators from C onto NA and Qn will be 
denoted by wN and 7~o . If a: is a real number and /1 is given by 
A = A(a) = {A I X E o(A), Re X 3 011, 
then T(t) can be estimated on Qn by 
11 T(t) TQv 11 ,< Kecor-c)t 11 “Qp IIt 
where K > 0, c > 0 are constants. 
t > 0, (4) 
Notation. Let I, denote the p x p unit matrix and let R, be a k x k 
matrix given by 
0 1 0 * 0 
001.0 
(5) 
Whenever the context allows it, we drop the indices and put I = I, and 
R = R, . 
2. AN ISOMORPHISM 
We call (P)~ ,..., cpl), vo E Wh a J d or an chain of A associated to h, E a(A), if 
41 = &PI > and ho = &IV,, + ~)o--ly p = 2,..., k. (6) 
LEMMA 1. (qk ,..., cpl) is a Jordan chain of A corresponding to X, , if and 
only if 
(vk ,***, vJl)(s) = (Yl 9*-*, Yk) exP(&l + R,r)s, 
where R, is given by (5) and the n-vectors yO satisfy 
(Yl ,***, yk)(h,I + RkT) - J:h d@)(y, ,... , yk) exP(&l + RkT)8 = 0. (7) 
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Proof. Suppose (p’ k ,..., vI) form a chain. Then because of (2) and (6), 
or 
bk ,.-., n>N = (yl ,..., yk) expob~ + JO. 
qD E D(A) implies 
(8) 
and from (8) it is obvious that the y,,‘s have to satisfy (7). The converse 
part of the proof is similar. 
Since C,O is in the kernel of (A - &I)“, if and only if there are functions v,, , 
p = I,..., k - 1, such that (9, vkWI ,..., vI) is a Jordan chain, we immediately 
obtain the following result from Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 2 [3]. Ker(A - A$)” consists of aZZ p E C such that 
k-l 
9)(s) = eAos c Yj,l(Sj/i!), (9) 
j=o 
where y = col(y, ,..., yk) satisjies Hky = 0 with Hk a kn x kn matrix and 
40) U/l!) A’@,) 
is 
--* (l/(k - l)!) A’“-l’(h,) 
Hk= ’ 40) 
*.+ (l/(k - 2)!) A(k-2)(&,) 
. . . . . 
0 0 . . . A PO) 1. 
(10) 
Proof. Using the Kronecker product (see, e.g., [2]), Hk can be written as 
Hk = (&I+ R) @ I- j++& eXp(&,~ + R)S @ +) 
and Hky = 0 is equivalent to 
(Yl ,**-, Yk)&? + R’) - J:h dds)h ,--, Yk) exp(hd + RT)s = 0, 
which is (7). 
THEOREM 1. There is an isomorphism 
W: Ker Hk + Ker(A - &,I)” 
such that go = WY implies 
CA - hl)v = d@k @ ln)Yla 
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w is given by (9), i.e., 
y(s) = (q)(s) = e@[(l, s,..., (Sk:-l/(k - l)!)) @Z]y. (11) 
Proof. That w is an isomorphism is clear from the preceding lemma. 
For IJI in (ll), 
(A - h,Z)cp = eAoS 
N 
0, l,..., (,SQ,) @I] col(y, ,..., rlc) 
=e n@ 
[( 
1, S )..., (/Jl)l @Z col(ya )..., Yk, 0) 1 1 
and 
COl(Y, ,***, yk , 0) = (R @I) col(y, ,***, Yk)* 
The matrix Hk plays a key role in studying the spectral properties of A. 
Using the Kronecker product, again we write Hk as 
Hk = Ik @ d(h) + Rk 0 + d’(h) + *** + R;-’ 0 (k 1 1), A’“-1)(&J. 
Since Rk” = 0 for v >, k, 
Hk = 5 R,” @ (l/v!) dtY)(h,). 
V=O 
If d(h) = (d,,(h)), i, j = I ,..., n, then the nk x nk matrix d(&Z + R,) is 
defined by 
A&J + 4s) = (UV + R,)), i,j=l n. ,..*> 
The functions C&(X) are entire; therefore, 
A(hoZ + Rlc) = f (l/v!) d’“‘(X,) @ R,y. 
V=O 
There is always a permutation matrix P, such that P-l( U @ V)P = V @ U 
(see, e.g., [2, p. 118]), which leads to the following observation. 
LEMMA 3. The matrix Hk: in (10) is permutationally similar to A(X,,Z + Rk). 
3. A NORMAL FORM FOR HOLOMORPHXC MATRICES 
More information about the matrix Hk can be obtained by transforming 
it into block diagonal form. For this purpose we develop a “local normal 
form” for holomorphic matrices. 
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THEOREM 2. Let K(A) = x:,, A”&, be n x n and holomorphic in a neigh- 
borhood V(0) of 0 and det K(h) + 0. Then there are two matrices F#) and 
F,(h) which transform K(h) into 
F,(A) K(h) F,(h) = block diag(hdlM,(h),..., XdrMr(X)) = M(X) (12) 
such that the following conditions hold: 
det F,(X) = 1 and F,(X) is holomorphic in V(0) for i = 1,2, (13a) 
det M,,(O) # 0 and MD(A) is holomorphic in V(0) for p = l,..., r, (13b) 
0 < d1 < d, < ... < d,. (13c) 
Proof. Suppose K, # 0, a 3 0, and K, = 0 for LY < a. Then 
K(X) = Aa f A”+& = A” f XjGj = haG(X) 
j=o j=O 
and Go = G(0) # 0. The case det Go # 0 does not require a reduction, 
since K(h) = PG(X) and det G(0) # 0. In the case det Go = 0 we elaborate 
a method used in [7]. Because of 0 < rank Go < n there are two constant 
matrices X and Y such that det X = det Y = 1 and 
Go, 0 
XGoY= o o, 
( 1 
det Go0 # 0. 
Therefore, 
We define 
W(A) = Go, + G,@). 
Because of det W(0) = det Go0 # 0 the inverse W-r(A) is holomorphic in 
V(0). To be correct we should denote by V(0) the intersection of all those 
neighborhoods of 0 which come up in this proof. In the following calculation 
the h arguments are dropped. 
( I 0 I( W AGlz I --hW-lG,, I( 1 ( W 0 = --hG,,W-1 I AGzl hGzz 0 I 0 1 XG,, - h2G2,W-lG,, ’ 
The matrix W, = AG,, - X2G2,W-lG,, is holomorphic in V(0) and we can 
apply the same reduction process as above to W, until we arrive at the 
block diagonal form (12). 
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We will show that the numbers d, and the order of the matrices M,(h) 
in M(h) are completely determined by K(X). We define nonnegative numbers 
b,(K), v = I,..., n, 
such that each v x v minor of K(h) is of the form 
and there is at least one v x v minor of K(X) which does not contain the 
factor hb”(K)+r. In other words Aby is the greatest common h-factor of all 
v x v minors. The numbers b, are shown to be invariant under a trans- 
formation of type (12). The polynomials hbJK), v = I,..., n, are called the 
determinantal divisors of K(X) at X = 0 [6, p. 1751. 
LEMMA 4. If F&l) K(A) F,(h) = M(h) such that (13a) holds, then 
b,(K) = WW, v = l,..., 11. 
Proof. We adapt an argument on determinantal divisors in [l, p. 1401 
from the polynomial to the holomorphic case. Let 
be a minor of a matrix B which contains the elements of the rows jr ,..., jV , 
and of the columns k, ,..., k, , of B. By the Binet-Cauchy formula, 
The minors of F,(h) and F,(h) are holomorphic in V(0). Therefore 
M ( 11 !‘..33” h, )..., k” ; h ) = ~““‘“‘p(4 
and b,(M) > b,(K). Since F;‘(h), i = 1,2, satisfy the condition (13a), 
the role of K(A) and M(X) can be interchanged. Hence b,(K) > b,(M) and 
the equations of the lemma are proved. 
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Denote by mp the order of the matrix M,,(X), p = l,..., r, in (12) and 
write b, = b,(M) = b,(K). Then 
b, = 4 , b, = 2d, ,..., b,l = qd, , 
b ml+l = ml4 + 4 ,..., L,,2 = 4, + mz4 ,... 
T-l 
b,-, = c m,d, + (m, - 1) d,. , b, = i m,d,, . 
04 p=l 
(14) 
Because of (13~) there is exactly one way of calculating the m,‘s and dp’s 
from (14). 
THEOREM 3. The numbers d, and m, (the order of M,(X)) in (12) are 
uniqueZy determined by K(h) and they are given by (14). 
Put ci = b,+r - bi , i = l,..., n - 1. The polynomials 
AC”, i = l,..., n - 1, 0 < Cr < .** < C,-l < b, , (15) 
are called the elementary divisors of K(X) corresponding to A, = 0 [6]. 
From (14) we see that the different degrees occurring in (15) are dl ,..., d,. 
and that there are mp elementary divisors of type hap. 
The arguments of this section are valid for any point A,, where K(X) is 
holomorphic, so we can construct a normal form of K(X) at such a A, and 
define the elementary divisors corresponding to A, . 
4. THE EIGENSPACE OF A,, 
The isomorphism between Ker(A - A# and Ker Hk suggests that we 
focus on Hk . We are going to determine rank Hk , k = 1,2,..., and arrive 
at numbers which can also be found in [7]. With the normal form at hand 
our calculation will be straightforward and the result can be expressed 
in terms of elementary divisors of d(X). 
Let the normal form of d(h) at A,, be given by 
M(h) = F,(h) d(h)F,(h) = block diag((A - XJdl M,(X),..., (A - X,Jdr M,(h)). 
DetFi(h) = 1 implies det F&l + R) = 1, i = 1,2. Therefore the matrices 
M&I + R) and &,I + R) have the same rank. We note that R’$ = 0 for 
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k<d,andthatrankR$=k-dOfork>dP.Ifk<d,,thenH,=O. 
For k > dl let q be the largest integer such that k > d, . Then 
rank M&J + Rk) = i rank(&,, 0 Rd,p) M,,(hd + &) 
p=l 
= $ rank(& @ R>) = i mp rank Rp 
0=1 
= i m,(k - d,,). 
0=1 
We recall that cb, m, = n and C,‘=, m,d, = b, , By Lemma 3, 
rank d(A,,Z + R,) = rank Hk ; 
thus 
rank Hk = nk - b, , k >, 4.9 
= $ m,(k - d,), d, -=c k < d,+l, 
D=l 
= 
0, 1 <k < dl. (16) 
LEMMA 5 [3, 71. If &, E a(A) is a zero of multiplicity m of det d(A), then 
dim N,,, = m. 
Proof. Hk is nk x nk and for k > d, (16) yields‘ 
dim Ker HI, = nk - rank HK = b, = m. 
Since Ker(A - AJ)k and Ker H, are isomorphic, 
dim Ker(A - &,I)” = m, k > d, . 
DEFINITION [8]. The smallest integer 01 3 0 such that 
Ker(A - hJp = Ker(A - AJ)“+l 
is called the ascent of A - AJ and denoted by a(A - &,I). 
(17) 
LEMMA 6. If (h - h$ is an elementary divisx of A(A) of highest degree 
corresponding to /\o , then 
ct(A - A$) = c. 
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Proof. According to the definition of elementary divisors, 
c = b, - b,-, = d, . 
The result is now a consequence of (17) and (16). 
We note that the resolvent R(h, A) = (A - Xr)-l has a pole of order 
u(A - &,I) in h, (see, e.g., [S, p. 3061). A condition for CL(A - A,$) to be 
equal to dim NA, will be given by Lemma 8. 
Our main result is contained in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Let h, be an eigenvalue of A to which correspond mp elementary 
divisors (h - h#p of d(A), p = 1, .., r, 0 < dl < .‘. < d, . Then the eigen- 
space of A, , 
NA, = Ker(A - /\,#,, 
is the direct sum of subspaces Zdp,” which are cyclic with respect to A, and there 
are exactly mp cyclic subspaces Zdp9, of dimension d, , p = I,..., r, in N”, , i.e., 
Nh, = &j i$ Z,,,., . (18) 
o=l iA=1 
Z,,, is spanned by (qua ,..., q+), where 
(91d ,...) n>(s) = h ~.--~ 14 exp(hJ + W)s (19) 
and Hd col(yl ,..., yd) = 0. 
Proof. Let A be the restriction of A on the finite dimensional subspace 
N>, . The only eigenvalue of A is ;\s . By (16) the numbers 
vlc = dim Ker(A - &,Qk = dim(A - u)” = nk - rank Hk 
are known and the degrees of the elementary divisors of A or equivalently 
the dimensions of the cyclic subspaces of NA, are given by vk - vlc-i = d, . 
Lemmas 1 and 2 describe Z,,, . 
It is not difficult to construct a basis of NA, in which A appears in Jordan 
form. We outline the following procedure. First compute m, linearly inde- 
pendent nd,.-vectors 5, ,..., 5, , 5; = col(biP ,..., b,i), of Ker Hd such that 
col(b;l ,..., bzi) $Ker Hdml, i:e., bli # 0, i = I,..., m,. The?first m,d, 
basis elements are give; by 
(VA.., d)(s) = (b& ,..., b,i) exp(hJ + E,>s, i = I,..., m, . 
For the next step compute m,-, linearly independent m&-,-vectors 
5 1 ,-*-, Lm,-, 9 5i = col(cir-I ,..., clj), of Ker Hd r-1 such that c,j # 0 and such 
505/21/r-10 
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that the vectors & , j = I,..., a~,.-, and c0l(b6,-~ ,..., b,“), i = I,..., m, , are 
linearly independent. Then 
(hi,... 3 d,-J(4 = (dt-l ,..., cli) exp(V + JC-Js, j = I,..., m,, , 
are the next mrJ,-r basis elements. This process will finally lead to the 
desired basis of NA, . 
On an eigenspace NA, the system (1) has the same behavior as an ordinary 
differential equation with constant coefficients [3, Theorem 20.11. The 
operator A provides a coordinate-free description of this situation. 
THEOREM 5. If x(t) is a solution of (l), 
20) = L(%), 
then the projection ff = n(,,,}x of x on N,, 0 satisjes the ordinary d$ferential 
equation 
i?(t) = Aqt), t > -h, 
where B = A jNn is the restriction of A on NA . 
If x/== x(., I$l) ’ 
0 
Proof. 1s a solution of (l), then 
x0 + 4 = cwd~~)~ t 3 0, -h,<s<O. 
Since N,,, is invariant under T(t), 
qt + s) = [T(t)+](s). 
Equation (3) and the definition of 2 imply 
(d/dt) T(t& = T(t) Aq = T(t) 29 = AT(t)@ 
Therefore (20) yields (d/dt) f(t + s) = AZ(t + s) or 
(d/dt) a(~) = AX(T), T > -h. 
t > 0. 
(20) 
5. A STABILITY RESULT 
What are the conditions for (1) to have only bounded solutions ? The 
extended definition of elementary divisors will provide an answer which is 
the same as in the case of an ordinary differential equation k = Sx. 
LEMMA 7. Let &, E U(A) and Re X, = 0. All solutions with initial functions 
e, in NA, are bounded for t E (- 00, co), if and only if all elementary divisors 
of A(h) corresponding to X, are linear. 
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Proof. There is a function &(u + @), /I # 0, in N,,, , if and only if 
there is a cyclic subspace of dimension 22 in NA, or equivalently, if there 
is an elementary divisor (A - A,# with d 3 2. 
LEMMA 8. If A, is a zero of det A(h) of multiplicity m, then all elementary 
divisors corresponding to A,, are linear, if and only if one of the following conditions 
is satisfied. 
(b,) m < n and rank A(&) = n - m, 
(bJ m = n, A&) = 0, and rank A’(&) = n. 
Proof. If all elementary divisors to A,, are linear, then either 
(b,‘) dI = 0, d, = d, = 1, or 
(b,‘) d,=d,=l. 
In the case (b,‘) the normal form of A(h) at A, is M(h) = block diag(M,(h), 
(A - A,) M,(h)) where rank M&b) = m, = n - m > 0. In the case (b,‘), 
M(h) = (A - As) M,(h) and det &(A,,) # 0 or M&J = 0 and rank M’(h) = n. 
From M(A) = F,(X) A(A) Fs(X) and (13 a r is clear that (bi’) is equivalent ) ‘t 
to (bi), i = 1,2. 
THEOREM 6. Each solution of (1) is bounded on [0, co) ;f and only if the 
zeros A,, of det A(h) satisfy one of the following conditions. 
(a) Re A, < 0, 
(b) Re A, = 0 and all elementary divisors of A(h) corresponding to A, 
are linear. 
Proof. If Re A,, > 0 or if Re A0 = 0 and there is an elementary divisor 
(A - X,Jd, d 2 2, then there are unbounded solutions with initial function 
in N,,, . Hence (a) and (b) are necessary conditions. In order to prove 
sufficiency we put 
d=(1,={/\IX~a(A),Reh30}=(X~h~a(A),Reh=O). 
The decomposition C = NA @ Qn implies 
WV = w ri+P +w TOP 
For 01 = 0 the estimate (4) is 
II T(t) “0~ II < Kf+ II =dp II, c > 0, t 3 0. 
Therefore only T(t) 7rNp has to be dealt with. Since NA is the sum of all 
NA, with Re As = 0, Lemma 7 implies that condition (b) guarantees bounded- 
ness on NA . 
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6. THE SCALAR EQUATION 
The nth-order equation 
y’“‘(t) = “c” 1” yyt + s) d7j+&), 
j=o 4 
where y(t) is a scalar function, and 74s), j = I,..., n, are of bounded variation 
on [--h, 0] is equivalent to a system 
2(t) = .cu, d7(4 x(t + s>, x(t) = col(y(t),...,y’“-l’(t)). (22) 
That is trivial in the case n = 1. For n > 1 the matrix 7(s) = (rlij(s)) in 
(22) is given by 
7n&) = 7i(4 j = l,..., n, 
7i,i+&) = 0, for --h < s < 0, 
= 1, for s = 0, 
7&) = 0, i = l,..., n-l, jz;+1. 
In the case of (22) the eigenspaces N,,, are indecomposable, which is a 
consequence of the following more general statement on (1). 
LEMMA 8. NA, is cyclic with respect to A, i.e., the description (18) is 
4, = %n,, , if and only if 
rankA = n - 1. (23) 
Proof. Nn, cyclic means 
171, = 1, d, = m, (24) 
which is equivalent to either r = 1, dl = m, m, = n = 1 or Y = 2, dl = 0, 
m, = 71 - 1, d, = m, m2 = 1. In both cases (23) is satisfied. Conversely, 
(23) implies (24). 
THEOREM 7. If X0 is a zero of multiplicity m of 
then for the corresponding system (22) NA, is cyclic of dimension m. 
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Proof. Put C(h) = J:h eAs &(s) and Q(A) = f_h eAS do, i = I,..., 71, 
then 
and d(h) = hl - C(X) and det d(X) = 6(h). If det d(h,) = 0, then rank d(h,) = 
n - 1 and condition (23) is satisfied. 
From Theorem 6 we obtain a stability theorem for the scalar equation 
(21), if we replace the condition (b) by 
(b’) Re A, = 0 and A, is a simple zero of 6(X). 
7. REMARKS ON NEUTRAL EQUATIONS 
Theorem 4 can be extended to neutral linear functional differential 
equations (NFDE’s) of the form 
wM~) - ‘YP41 = Wd, (25) 
where g and L are bounded linear mappings from C into En and g is non- 
atomic at 0. (We refer to [4, 51 for the background on NFDE’s.) The 
characteristic matrix of (25) is 
d(h) = hl - hg(l&) - L(le”‘). 
Theorem 6 holds for (25) under an additional assumption on the operator 
D: v I-+ do) - g(v). We have to require D to be stable, that is, 
sup{Re X 1 det[l - g(le”.)] = 0} < 0. 
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